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Figure 12. Schematic illustrating how magnetic reconnection might occur to the same heliosheath field

line at multiple places along the heliopause, e↵ectively disconnecting heliosheath fields entirely from the

heliosphere while still maintaining a Parker-spiral-like orientation at distant locations (e.g., the V1 crossing

of the blue field line shown at t2 here). Also, for context compare to Figure 1 from Opher et al. (2017).

Note that this concept of the reconnected boundary layer along the nose-side heliopause is independent of

the nature and structure of the heliotail; it relies simply upon active reconnection between heliosheath and

VLISM B-fields along the flanks of the heliopause and the azimuthally oriented nature of the magnetic field

in the heliosheath.

From the typical ratio of the L-dimension vs. N-dimension of the di↵usion region for fast reconnection581

(e.g., Burch et al. (2016b); Torbert et al. (2018)), it is possible to estimate the thickness, �, of the582

flaring reconnection exhaust region at any distance, S, from it with:583

� ⇡ 0.2S (6)584

New Insight on a Magnetic Mystery: The Nature of the 
Heliospheric Boundary

Figures show schematic representations 
of the heliospheric and LISM magnetic 
fields, including expected topology and 

orientation of reconnected field lines

New evidence indicates that the boundary of our
Heliosphere is not as we initially expected it and
offers new insight on the nature of the heliospheric
interaction with the local interstellar medium (LISM)

Turner et al., Astrophysical Journal, DOI:10.3847/1538-4357/ad05d3

• Voyager-1 and -2 have both apparently crossed outside of the 
heliosphere into the very local interstellar medium (VLISM), yet 
confoundingly, neither observed a significant or expected 
rotation in the magnetic field when they crossed the boundary 

• New insights from NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) 
mission at Earth show how such a mysterious magnetic field 
signature might be explained by active merging of magnetic 
field lines between the heliosphere (connected to the Sun) and 
the VLISM, a process known as magnetic reconnection 

• Not only can magnetic reconnection explain the magnetic 
signatures, it also indicates that the heliopause is a porous yet 
thick boundary layer, not a thin surface, which has implications 
ranging from the shape of the heliosphere to particle 
acceleration and cosmic ray accessibility


